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One of Scandinavia’s leading producers.

We are one of Scandinavia’s leading producers and at our heart lies our Scandinavian 
design. To us, it is more than just a look; it is also a strong commitment to delivering 
long-lasting pieces of furniture – while minimizing waste, still keeping the air and water 
we all share safe and clean for future generations.

Furninova has decades of experience in designing and building sofas at our European 
factory. We truly believe that this is the only way to guarantee the high quality and 
craftsmanship that we require of ourselves and that we wish our customers to enjoy.

Custom made sofas

Above all, when you choose a sofa from Furninova, we embrace your individuality.  
Pick your personal favourite from our extensive range of fabrics and leathers. With us, 
you can embrace the flexibility to design or choose a sofa of almost any size and shape 
– a sofa to fully suit your personal lifestyle. We believe that good furniture should be a 
part of your home and everyday life: an extension of your personality and very  
individual requirements. In essence, it should be a piece of you.

We don’t take chances. Everything we do is considered from all perspectives.  
That’s why we own our factory and have full control from the beginning to the end.  
We build the frames of our furniture ourselves. We cut the fabric and leathers.  
Mount it all together and upholster the furniture. It is far from mass production; it is 
craftsmanship. The factory gives our customers and us greater flexibility. The location  
in Masury in Poland is not a coincidence. The closeness to our different markets in  
Europe and the world is essential, not least from a sustainability perspective.

As a company

Since our story began 30 years ago, our ambition has been to offer modern  
personalized furniture at an affordable price. Today we are glad to be able to say we 
have succeeded. The Nordic region is our domestic market, and we have sales offices 
around the world. Each year, approximately 250,000 customer unique sofas and 
armchairs leave our factory.

As an international company, we appear at the major furniture fairs. They serve as  
important meeting places where we build relationships with new and established  
customers. Therefore, our goal is always to provide our resellers and end-users with  
that little extra and unexpected that makes our upholstered furniture the best place in 
your home.
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a The Brera sofa is a unique piece of furniture designed for comfortable 
reclining rather than just sitting. It has a low and deep seating design 
with a curved end that adds to its bold appearance, making it an 
oversized and friendly sofa. The designers aimed to create an authentic 
lounge experience while offering everyday practicality by providing 
two optional back cushions. 



Adjust the back cushions to achieve a  
comfortable seating posture.

You can choose the regular cushion for a relaxed and carefree 
look or the back cushion with a click function that provides a 
more defined and controlled seating arrangement.





The generous padding on all parts of the sofa 
envelopes you in a soft embrace, making it the 

perfect retreat after a long day.



Are you looking for a sofa that fits your style and needs perfectly? Look no 
further than our Catena lounge model! With Dusk back cushions and loose seat 
cushions, this sofa offers a classical, relaxed look. You’ll love Catena’s slightly 
deeper seating comfort and extra support from the back support cushions,  
which will keep you comfortable and relaxed regardless of your height.

Catena also features curved end modules and additional spaces 
for trays, storage boxes, or extra cushions. These options allow 
you to get creative and design your sofa in a way that is unique 
to you. Plus, all the modules come fully upholstered, so you can 
place them anywhere to create your perfect combination.
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Equipped with comfort options  
C2, C4, and CM, the Catena sofa 

emphasizes luxurious comfort.









Isola is a collection of building blocks that are designed to create an 
ambience or define a room’s function rather than a traditional seating 
area. The blocks are organically shaped and can be used creatively to 
leave traditions behind.

The flexible back parts come in two widths and can be placed freely on 
the top surface of the Isola to create a daybed, sofa, wide seat or chaise 
lounge, depending on your desired function.
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Our modular sofa, Gambit, features an exciting three-dimensional surface pattern  
that defines its contemporary design. We have designed the sofa to allow for various 
creative possibilities, offering it in numerous fully upholstered modules that can be 
placed together in a traditional arrangement or as lounge islands. 

The surfaces of Gambit are designed to be smooth and alluring, encouraging tactile 
interaction. We have maximized comfort by incorporating ample padding into the 
straight back and by including back cushions that expand the sofa’s functionality  
for both sitting and reclining.G
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Gambit’s design integrates a deep 
seating area that allows for a 

full, cozy experience, perfect for 
unwinding. The visually appealing 

and tactilely pleasing nature of the 
Gambit sofa makes it not just a piece 

of furniture, but a haven of softness.



Available with a fixed or loose cover,  
the loose cover is perfect to have if you enjoy 
life on the sofa with kids. Or maybe you want 
to have the choice to change the look of the 
sofa, depending on season or setting.
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For us, Jive is what defines a classical sofa. It has a deeper seat and stands 
on low legs, while the Dusk cushions give it a cosy and relaxed lounge look, 
making it feel light and airy. But what really sets Jive apart are the thoughtful 
details that make it so well-designed. With a fully padded soft back and extra 
back support cushions, you can be sure you’ll be sitting comfortably,  
no matter how tall you are!
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The Ava armchair has a friendly shape that 
was inspired by the calming sensation one 

experiences from picking up a pebble at the 
beach. It features soft, rounded organic lines 

and a well-padded frame that provides a sense 
of comfort and relaxation. The armchair also 
has a swivelling base, making it versatile and 

suitable for various uses and functions.  
Even smaller spaces can accommodate this 

armchair comfortably.
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The swiveling Sonora armchair is a comfortable and stylish piece of 
furniture that comes with a high-back and an optional rocking function. 
It is well-padded and has rounded shapes, making it look inviting and 
friendly. Choose from our wide range of premium-quality fabrics and let 
your Sonora reflect your unique taste and personality.



Layla High & Low

New range of legs  
for dining chairs
We have upgraded our chairs to provide more flexibility to our customers. Our dining chair models - Liva, Diva, Oscar, 
Layla High, Layla Low, and Paloma - now come with a new bottom plate that allows customers to choose any legs from  
our dining chair range. Additionally, we have introduced taller bar stool legs and legs for office chairs, which are available 
both with caster legs or as fixed legs. Most of them feature a swivel function as well.

Paloma Layla LowLayla High Diva/Liva Oscar



Paloma

Diva & Liva




